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General 
In these notes each team member is represented by a coloured 
star on the accompanying drawings as shown in the colour 
scheme on the right. The position of a camcorder is shown by a 
black star with an arrow showing the direction the camera was 
facing. Dictaphones and trigger objects are shown by bright 
green and lavender stars respectively. Finally any active areas 
(places where something significant happens, seen or felt) are 
shown by dark yellow stars. The blue star represents a guest 
who joined LPS for the investigation. 

Equipment used 
Sony DVD Camcorder 

Digital Sound Recorder 

Digital Camera 

EMF meter 

Pre-Vigil 
Andy observed a customer light his cigarette in the bar area prior to leaving the premises and this needs 
to be taken into account in regard to any photographs taken in this area. 

Before the investigation started Marion asked Sue if there had been a ships wheel in the pub as she had 
seen a ships wheel with a man standing behind it. He was tall slim dark haired and had a moustache. He 
was wearing a dark blue slim fitting knee length coat with a small stand up collar and a small flat 
topped dark blue hat with a small peak. Sue said ‘No’ but one of the beams in the pub is reported to 
have come from a ship. 

Sitting quietly in the bar 

00:00 Words special girl….queen of hearts. 

00:03 Clicking near fireplace. 

Meditation: Bar Seating Area – 00:35 to 00:45 
Andy heard a woman’s voice saying “who is that”. Andy heard a footstep by the bar and got the name 
Richard. Andy also felt that a person was standing outside by the window staring in at the group. 

00:27 Marion feels mild presence. It feels very gentle. 

00:30 Marion hears her name called. See an older man in dark coat and trousers sitting in a dark 
coloured wing chair, his legs are stretched out in front of him and his feet rest on the hearth in 
front of a roaring fire. Marion asks who this gentle presence is and sees a child leaning on her 
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knee looking up at her about 3 years old and she can’t tell if it’s a boy or girl as the head is 
bigger than normal and the face is wide. 

Vigil 1: Private Kitchen – 00:50 to 01:40 
Marion is sitting by the door and she observes a dark flash 
in the left corner of the room where Andy is standing. 
Marion has an absolutely splitting headache in here like a 
big pressure on top of her head compressing the top of her 
neck. 

00:59 Marion feels a presence with her and feels gentle 
touches on her head. She ask if it’s a lady and get 
‘yes I’m Rose’. She says ‘hello Rose’ and reports 
feeling her very strongly. She sees a woman in a 
white cotton bonnet with frills around the face and 
tied under the chin as shown in the drawing below. 

01:01 Marion hears knocks from the right corner of room. 

01:08 Andy hears the sound of a door being closed. 
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Marion describes Rose as tall, slim, an older woman with wispy fair curls, wearing a long sleeved 
cotton dress, empire line (regency) .It has a rounded neckline with a frill and looks pale cream with 
little flowers. She looks about the same age as the man in front of the fire. Rose is putting a hot brick in 
the bed. Lovely crisp white sheets and the cover is white with small green sprigs of leaves. 

01:27 Rose is back, Marion asks her if she has a child, she says ‘yes but he weren’t right and she can 
see him walking across the floor. His left leg is weak and he’s limping and his face looks larger 
and rounder than normal with features not defined as they should be. He looks spastic, Marion 
says to Rose ‘he looks happy’ she replies ‘he be happy enough’. His name is Joseph, Little 
Jo….after Big Jo his father. Marion wonders if the pain in her head and neck is related to little 
Jo. 

Vigil 2: Attic – 01:50 to 02:40 
Marion’s guide has already told her to look in the corner. Andy is sitting near the top right corner 
opposite end to the door; second chair along, unable to reach the end wall or black sacks. 

Marion sees a lot of tiny pinpricks of green light to the right side of her and to right side of her E.V.P. 
meter, so flashes are in corner of room. 

02:05 Adrian comments that he can 
hear voices coming from the 
kitchen area. 

02:06 Marion hold her arm out to her 
right and as high as she can 
reach. She brings his arm down slowly and about one metre off the floor her hand brushes 
through something. It was a resistance of some sort, like dragging your hand through water, but 
it was very soft like curls and it felt like energy as it made her fingers tingle. 

02:10 Temperature reading 17.9ºC. 

02:12 EMF meter that was placed on the floor in the middle of the group spikes just the once and this 
is observed by all members of the team. No one was near the meter at the time and it was 
switched on using a coin to keep the meter on. 

02:15 As Marion is looking to her right she sees a dark shadow to his left out of the corner of her eye 
which moves left to right in front of Andy. She also has a small pinprick of light on her left 
wrist. 

02:15 Andy’s DVD camera turns off in the room opposite despite having new batteries added. 

02:16 Sound of a door being closed. 

02:19 Marion observes a small white light on floor behind meter in doorway. 

02:21 Marion observes a small blue light to her left. 

02:22 Marion gets the name Jack. 

02:28 Marion gets the words darling…reverend….Stella Forbes. 

02:30 Marion hears the words ‘sanctimonious git’. 
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Experiments in Bar Area 
During some table tipping Marion said her right hand looked deformed It appeared to have short stubby 
fingers and a wide puffy hand which looked very wrinkled. 

Séance 
Andy’s Report 

During the séance I heard 
whispering which I felt was a 
woman’s voice in the distance. 
During the séance I asked for a 
sign and the sound of a beep was 
heard from the bar area. I also 
had periods of feeling very cold 
from the waist down. When the 
séance ended I had a severe pain 
in both arms, but it was 
particularly painful in my left 
arm. This was followed by a 
feeling of extreme nausea and 
feeling faint. I felt that I had to get out of the pub as quickly as possible. Once I had left the area and 
spent some time outside I felt better although my left arm still hurt for the rest of the investigation. 

Marion’s Report 

I saw Steph’s face change to an old, very ill man who looked on the point of death. He had a thin white 
face with dark sunken eyes, a large nose and protruding chin. I felt a light gentle touch of a hand on the 
right side of my head and my legs went very cold. Got the words Jo’s son which is little Jo. Asked him 
to please leave Steph. 

Vigil 3: Bar Area – 05:02 to 05:45 
05:05 Shadow moves right to left in left hand corner of bar. 

05:07 Marion feels her face is crawling. 

05:12 Marion can hear someone snoring on Andy’s left in front of fire. 

05:16 Andy was lying on the sofa and Marion and Adrian were all awake and observing the area when 
there was the sound of a man snoring. Everyone in the team looked at each other to make sure 
none of us had fallen asleep. It was confirmed that everyone had been wide awake when the 
sound was heard and it was heard by all members of the team at the same time. 

05:18 Marion observes a shadow of man behind corner post and lamp on bar and Andy hears voices 
coming from the fireplace at the end of the bar area. 

05:24 Marion hears someone sniffing. 

05:25 Andy hears two footsteps in the area of the bar. 

05:26 Sound of someone slurping was heard coming from the alcove area by the team. 
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05:27 Marion observes a 
movement behind bar. 

 Sound of a small dog 
barking outside the pub, 
temperature reading 18ºC. 

05:28 Marion hears something, 
not sure what. She hears a 
couple of sighs. 

05:35 Andy hears the faint 
sound of muffled 
footsteps coming from 
above. 

05:37 Marion sees a movement 
behind corner of bar left 
to right. 

05:45 Marion observers a shadow walks left to right in front of window left of fireplace.  

Vigil 4: Bar – 06:10 to 06:45 
Andy and Marion sat in the chairs 
by the large, modern, fireplace in 
Bar Area. 

06:12 EMF Reading showed 
nothing. 

06:12 Marion sees a man 
standing at the front right 
of the bar. He has grey 
hair and a light blue and 
white check shirt on. A 
modern man. 

06:15 Marion’s head is itching 
like mad. Shuddered and 
had name Marilyn and 
good time gal. 

06:30 Marion gets the name Howard. 

Post-Vigils 
Three trigger experiments were set up by team one before the investigation began and checked 
afterwards. One involved a truck on the bar itself that was placed on a paper sheet and the outline 
drawn around. The toy truck did not move, however in the lounge area a car in the second experiment 
did move over the outline drawn as shown in the picture at the top of the next page. 
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A third trigger experiment involved coins 
on a sheet of paper shown in the two 
pictures at the bottom of the page. The top 
picture was taken at the start of the 
investigation and the second was taken at 
the end. 

Although the second picture is not perfect, 
due to the flash of the camera, the two 
pence, five pence and ten pence coins can 
still be clearly seen to have moved from 
their original position. 
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Post-Investigation 
Video Evidence from the Bar Vigil. 

Time Frame:  

00:34 Orb moves towards left hand pillar. 

00:38 Orb rises up from table to ceiling centre screen. 

00:39 Flickering orb moving from left to right from bar area to floor. 

00:48 Orb seen behind Andy moving from left to right by fireplace and door the end of the bar. 

00:54 Orb moving left to right from bar area. 

02:21 Orb moving right to left at top of camera shot. 

05:02 Orb moving right to left in diagonal direction from ceiling to floor. 

05:47 Orb moving left to right above Andy. 

11.20 Snoring heard all team members’ state it was not them. 

40:33 Orb moving from ceiling to floor. 

42:45 Orb moving left to right. 

Analysis 

Séance – Andy could have had cramp caused by holding arms in one position and cold. 

Orbs in bar area – Orb activity seems to be more intense when team are moving around and could be 
caused by dust floating in air currents. 

Snoring sound – Team member? 

Coins – Possibly caused by members moving around near table. 

Car trigger object – As above. 

Andy experienced severe pain during the séance and to safe he undertook medical examinations 
including an ECG.   These medical tests showed no medical evidence for the pain Andy experienced. 
Therefore the reasons for this experience remain unknown but are still linked to the séance as no further 
pain was felt after the event. 


